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FROM
THE DIRECTOR’S DESK
BE WINTER-ACTIVE!!
RECREATION FOR EVERYONE
The Inverness County Recreation/
Tourism Department will be assisting
communities in offering “Winter Active” activities giving County residents a chance to participate in
indoor and outdoor recreational events. The main
idea is to encourage individuals and entire families
to participate, to be physically active and most of all
have fun!!
Under the “Winter Active Program” the Inverness
County Recreation/Tourism Department is offering
assistance to communities who work together to
coordinate these events. For more information on
how to get involved give the Recreation office a
call. Call Donna or Anna Lee at 787-3507 or 3508.
WINTER/SPRING BROCHURE

The 2004 Winter/Spring events brochure will be
distributed early in the new year to mailboxes
throughout the County and includes suppers,
dances, card games, bingo, ceilidhs, arena contacts,
outdoor events, and high school hockey schedules.
Everyone is encouraged to get up, get out and
support these activities sponsored by our local
organizations.
If your non-profit organization would like to
know more about how we can help promote your
events and activities throughout the year, please
give our office a call at 787-3506, 3507 or 3508.
SPRING RECREATION & CONTINUING
EDUCATION PROGRAMS 2004
Community and school programmers are preparing
and organizing courses and instructors for the
upcoming spring session. New instructors are
always welcome as are new ideas for courses and
workshops. Registration week is February 16 - 20,
2004.
The Director’s Desk continues on page 31
The Participaper cover pages are printed in the municipal
colours of blue and yellow. However the Xmas (November/December) issue is printed with a red cover, in
celebration of that season.
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ANCESTORS UNLIMITED
HELPING TO FIND YOUR
INVERNESS COUNTY ROOTS
By Dr. Jim St. Clair

SOURCES FOR RESEARCH
Presbyterian Witness and Evangelical
Advocate
For many researchers, the period before the
Province started to keep records of births,
marriages and deaths is a blank one, with few
sources that are helpful. In addition, after
1877 the Province of Nova Scotia ceased to
keep vital records of births and deaths - only
marriages - until it started again in 1908.
The Presbyterian Witness and Evangelical
Advocate, a publication of the Presbyterian
Church of Nova Scotia which lists accounts of
marriages and deaths, as well as some births, is
a relatively unknown source for researchers
seeking information from 1848 to 1908.
Correspondents for that publication often
sent in items concerning people in their communities who were of faiths other than Presbyterian. Very often however, no identification
of the denomination of the people noted in the
entry is included, unless the person had been
an elder of a particular church or was an
ordained individual.
Through the years, this publication also
included many items concerning events in
small and large communities. The inclusion of
this information helps expand our understanding of life in the sixty years covered by the
publication.
First printed in Halifax on Saturday, January
8, 1848, the Presbyterian Witness and Evangelical Advocate continued to be printed for a
total of seventy years. Through time, the
weekly newspaper was divided into two
sections - one religious and the other secular.
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In 1865, the two divisions were merged and
the paper came to be a standard eight-page
publication.
With very careful attention to accuracy, the
McCormacks of Middleton, Nova Scotia,
have extracted information from over 100,000
entries found in the period between 1848 and
1908, and have arranged these entries in an
alphabetical format with more than three
thousand pages of items taken from the original publication.
The gathering of this data is of great value to
genealogical researchers as well as local
historians.
In their introduction, the McCormacks state,
“if these extractions and those that may follow
it facilitate the work of the researcher, then
the task of the compilation will have been
worth the time taken to do it.” - Indeed the
assistance to researchers is very great.
The McCormacks have retained the spellings
as found in the original printed version of the
newspaper. For example, ordered separately
are the Macs and the Mcs. There are two sets
of four volumes each - one set of four for the
period 1848 to 1887; and the second set for
the period 1848 to 1908.
Copies of the eight volumes are available at
the Beaton Institute, the Public Archives, the
Highland Village and through the library
system. A reprinting of the first edition of the
eight volumes was undertaken by the Pictou
County Roots Society. To order copies the
address is: Pictou County Roots Society,
RR1, Westville, N.S. BOK 2AO.
Continues next page...Ancestors
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ANCESTORS...
Continued from previous page

3. McDonald, Donald, died Sunday, the son of
Finlay, of South-West Mabou, as a result of a
This work of the McCormacks is monumendriving accident. (Sat. 25 Jan. 1887 issue).
tal and of great usefulness to researchers in
4. McDonald, Donald died Friday the 9th, at
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince
Lagan(sic) Ridge, Township of Mabou, in 60th
Edward Island. ( It is particularly helpful that
year. Native of Badanoch(sic), Scotland,
correspondents of the paper sent notification
emigrated some 30 years ago. Left wife and 7
of marriages, which took place in Boston, in
children. (Sat. 24 Jan 1852 issue).
which Maritimers were participants).
5. Mclntosh, John dark, died 22
Below is a small sampling
Nov. at Pleasant Bay, age 2
of the more than 100,000
years, 2 mos, 10 days, youngest
entries. These are quoted
son of Donald R. and Ann
from the work of the
McIntosh. (Sat. 7 Jan. 1882
McCormacks, not from the
issue).
original entries in the
6. Mclean, Neil died 29 Dec.
newspaper - accounts
at Brove Cove Banks, age 78
which tended to be quite
years, born in Isle of Olive(?)
wordy and often very
Road going up North Mountain (from the North of Scotland, emigrated in
flowery; but nevertheless,
“Golden Oldies” series of Cape Breton
1810. (Sat. 22 Jan 1859 issue).
worth reading. The news- Postcards).
7. McLean, Neil died, 2 June at
paper is on microfilm at the
Rat Portage, Manitoba in 20th year. He was of
Public archives in Halifax.
Upper South West Margaree. (10 July 1880
1. Adams, James, married 2 February to
issue).
Catherine J. Livingston, both of Mabou, C.B.,
8. Mclean, Mary Ann, 16th of Feb. married
by Rev. W. Sinclair at Mabou. (13 March
Peter Campbell, both of Lake Ainslie, C. B. by
1868 issue).
Rev. Donald McKenzie at Lake Ainslie. (8
2. Adams, Minnie M. married 17th inst.,
Mar 1864 issue).
daughter of Wm Adams of Southampton, N.S.
9. Wesson, J. Arthur of Fall River (Massachuto Murdoch MacKinnon of Whycocomagh,
setts) married Jennie MacAskill of Brook
C.B. by Rev. A.W. Macleod and Dr. MacVillage, C. B. 30 Nov. by Rev. A. D. MacKinnon brother of groom at Southampton. (26
Kinnon, B. D., at Jamaica Plain (Mass.). (23
July 1879 issue).
Dec. 1899 issue).
10. Ross, Eva, married 16 February, Robert
J. Frizzle, both of Margaree, by Rev. D. McDougall at Baddeck. (27 Feb. 1897, issue).
l1. Ross, Christy Jane, married 19 Aug. Al ?
Morrison of Lime Hill, by Rev. D. McDougall
at South Mountain, C. B. (23 Aug. 1890
issue).
12. McDonald - no first name given - a young
man was killed when struck by lightning while
driving on the road near Glencoe, Cape Breton.
A view of the Margaree River from E. Margaree
(16 Aug. 1879 issue).
circa 1940. (From the “Golden Oldies” series of
Cape Breton Postcards.)
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ANCESTORS...
Continued from previous page

13. McDaniel, Jessie, wife of Moses
McDaniel died at Margaree Forks, C. B.,
in 41st year on 28th of Nov. (8 Dec. 1883
issue).
QUERIES:
1. Who knows the location of the school
near Port Hood where late Angus L,
MacDonald taught school? Is there a
Rawdon School in Inverness County?
2. Where is a community in Inverness
County once known Laggan Ridge?
An ox-cart at Le Bloque on the Cabot Trail, (circa 1930’s?)
3. Who was James MacKinnon who
Does anyone recognize the young man with the cart? (From the
married Jennie Kidston of Baddeck and
“Golden Oldies” series of Cape Breton Postcards)
lived both in Glendyer and in Whycocomagh and perhaps Orangedale?
4. Who was William MacLean the father of Rachel MacLean who married Duncan “the Klondike” MacDonald in Whycocomagh in 1899? William MacLean’s wife’s name was Sarah.
POST OFFICES OF INVERNESS COUNTY

One of the sources for information about community history and people of the past, is a series of
microfilm with postal history recorded. Each of the post offices in Inverness County has correspondence behind it with names of people wishing a post office in area. For example:
LITTLE RIVER, CHÉTICAMP
This post office opened on 1 July 1888. The mail in the early days arrived via Margaree Harbour
and Eastern Harbour (Chéticamp) via stage. There were said to be 70 families served by this post
office when it opened. The first postmaster was Lazaire LeBlanc who served in that capacity
from the opening until 1925. The office changed its name in 1926 under Postmaster Simon
LeBlanc and became Petit Étang.
CAP ROUGE
This post office opened on the first of June in 1899 with twenty families being served by it. The
name of the first postmaster is Morice AuCoin who was
succeeded in 1903 by Anthony AuCoin (so spelled).
The mail arrived via Margaree Harbour and then Eastern Harbour, Chéticamp on Wednesdays and Saturdays.
The office closed on 23 May 1940 when Stephen
Camus is listed as postmaster.
COADY SETTLEMENT POST OFFICE
This post office had a short life - it was opened on July
1st, 1901 and closed on 31 March 1912,
The number of families upon the opening was 15; John
Coady was the only postmaster during its short activThe Rigwash on the Cabot Trail, circa 1930’s
(From the “Golden Oldies” series of Cape
ity. Post marks on envelopes from this post office are
Breton Postcards)
very rare and much sought by collectors.
The Participaper
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Port Hood Stamps of 5 January 1899
Caused Controversy
The Chestico Museum and Historical Society puts out a newsletter which I
always find interesting. John Gillies of Port Hood, Editor of the newsletter,
has given The Participaper permission to reprint the following article from his
newsletter. The article, about Port Hood stamps, was a reprint from a book
he had found at a Halifax bookstore.
John Gillies writes: “While browsing through a used bookstore in
Halifax in the summer of 2003, I came across an August 1976 edition
of Maple Leaves the Journal of the Canadian Philatelic Society of Great
Britain. I bought it. Following is the article it contained on the Port Hood provisional stamps.”
THOSE CONTROVERSIAL PORT HOOD BISECTS
The Port Hood provisionals of Canada (Nos. 88B and 88C) have long been a bone of contention among
specialists in the stamps of our northern neighbour. They were issued more than half a century ago, but
agreement on their actual status seems no nearer than it ever was. While their legitimacy must always
depend on the actual authority that a postmaster has to act in a postal emergency, the suspicion of philatelic
influence can hardly be regarded as definite grounds for their nullification.
Some writers have given these bisected stamps a black eye, though none of them seems to be able to add
anything tangible to the little already published about them. These detractors do not present any real facts to
prove that the postmaster was swayed by philatelic influence (it is certainly unlikely that he made any money
from their issue), nor show that he exceeded his authority by bisecting stamps in this manner.
If the postmaster had stopped at bisection, there would probably have been little argument. Other postmasters did this to tide them over a similar emergency at that period, and bisecting stamps in previous years
was far from an uncommon practice in Canada. But by hand-stamping new values on the severed portions,
he created provisionals that no catalogue editor could consistently ignore.
Rate Reduced in December 1898
Practically all we know of these provisionals appeared in a few scattered paragraphs in Stanley Gibbons’
Monthly Journal for January, March and April, 1899. In his monograph on Canada, published in 1911, C.A.
Howes quoted these paragraphs, but was unable to add anything to the story.
The reduction in the single-letter rate from 3 to 2 cents in December, 1898, found many post-offices with
a meagre stock of 2c stamps. One of these was the post-office at Port Hood, Nova Scotia, where the
situation became so acute that on the morning of January 5, 1899, the postmaster found he had not a single
2c stamp left.
As an emergency measure, he ordered some of the current 3 cent stamps cut into two unequal portions —
roughly one-third and two-thirds — and then stamped “1” in greenish blue on the smaller pieces and “2” in
violet on the larger portions. These numerals were stamped over the original 3’s, and as the vertical cuts
apparently were made on a system entailing the least labour, two varieties each — lefts and rights — may be
found.
Continued next page...ONLY 300
Previously published in RootsWeb Review: Vol. 6, No. 48, 26 November 2003
Found in Semiweekly Age (newspaper), Coshocton, Ohio, 26 October 1887
Spring Mountain—John Evans, while using a broom splint as a tooth-pick, broke off about
half of the splint in his tooth, where it remained and continued working down until it
became very painful and the doctor had to remove it. John is all right again, and henceforth I
would advise him to use a fencerail to pick his teeth.
The Participaper
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Many thanks to
Wes and Marjorie
MacQueen of
Dutch Brook,
Cape Breton, who
permitted us to
reprint postcards
from their “Golden
Oldies” series on
our “Ancestors
Unlimited” pages.

Sunrise Valley, Cabot Trail, (circa 1930’s?) (From
the “Golden Oldies” series of Cape Breton
Postcards.)

Going up French Mountain on the Cabot
Trail, (circa 1940?) (From the “Golden
Oldies” series of Cape Breton Postcards.)

Continued from previous page...

Only 300 Bisected
The postmaster said later that not more than 300 stamps were cut in this manner, and of these he estimated that about 200 of the 2 cent and 100 of the 1 cent were used. These split stamps were not sold to
the public, but were affixed by postal employees to letters handed in for mailing on that day only (January 5,
1899).
In a letter regarding these stamps, written some time after their issue, the postmaster observed: “They
were placed on letters for delivery in towns throughout the Dominion”. But it is known that several went to
England also. What became of the unused left-overs does not seem to be known. They would hardly have
been destroyed then and there, for that would have upset the postmaster’s accounts and it was strictly for
bookkeeping purposes that the provisionals were made in the first place.
The fact that these surcharges can easily be imitated is no reason, as some writers suggest, for their elimination from the catalogues. Unfortunately too many other overprints, both hand stamped and printed, are
equally vulnerable in this respect.
Those Used Went Through
It has been suggested, on the basis of a statement made by the Superintendent of the Stamp Branch in
1904, that such stamps as these would not be recognized by the Department and “if affixed to letters would
be treated as ordinary mutilated stamps of no value”. However, there seems little if any evidence to show
that any letters bearing these provisionals were marked as unpaid. The few covers I have seen, or have seen
pictures of, show no sign of being marked for postage due but appear to have arrived at their destinations
without comment.
In his wonderful monograph on Canada, Winthrop S. Boggs considers these provisionals of great philatelic interest and points out:
“The argument that they were irregular and against the regulations can have little weight, as all Canadian bisects were against regulations, yet bisects of the 3p., 6p., of 1851-57; the lc., 5c., lOc. 1859; as
well as those of the Large and Small Queens are held in high esteem. The stamps were bisected to
meet a rate and were in use for only one day. Had speculation been the motive, the period of use
would have been longer, and more would have been surcharged.”
(We are prompted to reproduce this interesting article, which first appeared in Scott’s Monthly Journal of June 1953, by the
sale by Phillips-Jacoby Ltd., in their auction of 30th April, of a Port Hood Provisional on cover. This is dated 4th January
and is addressed to the Hon. A. A. Macdonald at Charlottetown, P.E.I. It is interesting to note that both Stanley Gibbons
and Mr. Poole give the date of usage of these stamps (six) as 5th January. More interesting still, the illustration in Scott’s
Monthly Journal, which unfortunately we cannot reproduce here, shows the last four letters of the addressee, ‘nald’. The
The Participaper
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T H E YOUTH OF INVERNESS COUNTY
- by Grant McDaniel
OOKS BRIGHT FOR CANCER SURVIV
OR
SURVIVOR
FUTURE LLOOKS
TROY - Carly Bunyan, 21, is back to school, feeling great,

and ready to continue her education and extremely promising
track and field career after a very difficult two years.
Carly suffered a seizure early in 2002. This event sent her
to the hospital, where it was discovered she had a brain
tumor which doctors speculate had been growing slowly over
a period of 10 years. Carly was in her second year of studies
at the University of Maine when the news hit.
At its largest, the tumor was the size of a closed fist. Doctors told Carly and her family that Carly’s brain had simply
found ways to work around the mass.
The future looks very bright for
Treatment followed the discovery and an MRI taken on
Troy native Carly Bunyan. She
January 7, 2003, revealed that the tumor had shrunk to the
has returned to the University
size of a finger nail. A subsequent MRI on April 11 told
of Maine to continue her work
Carly and her family the best news of all — the tumor was
towards a degree in elementary
gone, and Carly no longer had active cancer cells in her body.
education. Carly is a cancer
“We look back sometimes and say, did all of that really
survivor, an extremely skilled
happen?” notes Carly’s mom, Cathy. “We’re happy people
athlete and a gutsy young
now. We’re the happy shinny people.”
woman. We all wish her the
While Carly is now a cancer survivor, she’ll visit clinics on a
greatest success in all she
regular basis for the next five years. This measure is to
chooses to do in her life. ensure that she stays in good health. “She’s taken the attiPhoto by Grant McDaniel
tude that this is on her plate and she’s got to get through it,
not just for herself but for the rest of us too,” Cathy said.
Having returned to school in September, Carly discovered her classmates, fellow members of the
track and field team, coaches and professors had not forgotten about the Troy native. The group
threw a welcome back celebration for her. “It was really nice,” Carly said. “They had a big sign
reading ‘welcome back’. It was nice.”
Carly said both her classes and track and field training are going well. “It’s technically my second
year, but it’s supposed to be my last,” Carly said, pointing out that her battle with cancer had also
effected her schooling. “We joke and say I’m a fourth year sophomore. “I’m feeling great ’though,
and I can’t wait for Christmas.”
Working towards a degree in elementary education, Carly earned a scholarship to the University of
Maine based on her outstanding athletic and scholarly background while attending SAERC. The
$12,745 scholarship is renewable for all four years of Carly’s schooling.
The university decided to extend the scholarship regardless of whether or not Carly will be a part
of the university’s Blackbear track team. However, it certainly seems the Lady of Troy has many
great jumps left in her. Winner of gold in the Open Women’s division at the Atlantic Canadian
Indoor Track and Field Championships held in Moncton last March; she won the medal before she
knew her tumor had disappeared.
Besides her mom, Carly’s family consists of dad, John, and three siblings, Jaclyn, Paul and Neil. e
The Participaper
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FALL AT THE ARTS CENTRE

By Marie Aucoin and Lindsay MacIsaac

Nestled among the cranberries and spruce at the northern end of the
town of Inverness, is a beautiful building where original works of art
adorn the halls, children express themselves through dance and movement, celebrations of all sorts take place, and, those looking for a
special gift can indulge themselves.
Here, at the Inverness County Centre for the Arts, is where artists and
artisans of all stripes and types, from across Cape Breton and North
America, gather to reveal their talents and passion for the land that
surrounds them. Here, residents and visitors alike enjoy access to the
centre, sometimes to participate in workshops, fairs, teas or other
adventures, while being exposed to the beauty of the works of art that
surround them.
One of those “other adventures” took place on a cold and windy
Saturday in October. The peal of children’s laughter was heard emanat- Future Van Gogh’s?
ing from the main reception hall as one entered the Centre. Here,
toasty warm indoors, over twenty children were participating in the Centre’s first Halloween fun fair. Boy
did it look like fun!! There were children making crafts,
painting and drawing, listening to spooky stories, having
their faces painted and snacking on Halloween treats.
On any given Thursday throughout the Fall, Winter and
Spring the reception hall at the Centre is a
hive of activity as dancers of all ages learn a
new discipline.
In sock feet, bodysuits and sweat pants the
students glide across the floor as they learn
A little
ballet and jazz under the direction and
faceguidance of Diana Lambie. This is the first
painting
time ballet has been offered in Inverness and
goes a long
the response has been overwhelmingly
The face-painters were kept very busy.
way!
positive.
Four classes are offered --- Creative
Movement (for ages 3-5), Ballet
1 (ages 6-12), Ballet 2 (ages 13adult) and Jazz (ages 13-adult).
The students are preparing for
their spring recital which will be
held sometime in May.
On the visual arts side, this
past Fall, as visitors entered the
main gallery, they were met with
an array of fall colours illustrated by brush, knife and loom.
For artists such as Steven Rolls,
This little one was busy
Leona
Sulewski (Sydney), and
being crafty. Did she
The story-teller kept the kids in thrall.
Burland Murphy (Baddeck), it
take a special surprise
home to someone?
Continued next page...ARTS
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ARTS
was their first time displaying in the main gallery at the Inverness County Centre for the Arts. “Cool Waters
in Autumn Colours”, one of the exhibits from the Centre’s Fall season, opened October 10 under the light
of a full moon.
Part of the new Celtic Colours Visual Arts Series, this was the first year visual arts were included in the
Celtic Colours celebrations. The series was directed by Catherine Moir, with the support of the Cape Breton
Artists’ Association and hosting venues. The Inverness County Centre for the Arts is proud to have been a
part of this successful series. The series presented an opportunity for artists from other parts of the island
to learn more about our own artists in Inverness County.
Another exhibit which took place at the gallery this fall, was entitled, “Where I Belong”. This exhibit of
early twentieth century Black and White photographs from the Isle of Skye and PEI presented forty-five
framed photos from six photographers, including Duncan Macpherson and M.E.M. Donaldson.
Other events have taken place over the past few months. The
Centre is well-used and is fast becoming a real asset to the
community. Almost to the point where we now ask, “What
would we do without it?. Recently someone was overheard
demanding: “What on earth did we do without the Centre in
times past?”
Winter programs and events are presently being confirmed.
Look for regular advertisements and posters on these events.
The Centre staff is always open to new ideas and suggestions
for events. Gallery hours
are Wednesday to Friday
10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and
Above - Barrie Fraser’s painting’s
weekends by appointment.
always speak to the soul. Here,
Regular office hours are
an oil painting entitled, “View
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. From My Studio”, was exhibited
5 p.m. Remember - there
at the Centre for the Arts this
is also a CAP site at the
past Fall.
Centre. e

Above - Brian Peters works
in wood. This beautiful solid
wood table was part of the
Fall exhibit and was entitled
“Expanding Consciousness”.
Above - Brian Lockhart’s
“Cabot Trail” was exhibited at the
Centre this past Fall.

The Participaper

Ed Note: Due to space constraints, the
photographs of the artworks presented on
these pages have been reproduced in black
and white. The works themselves were
executed in color. My apologies to the
artists, for being unable to run these in
color.

“Any individual who is
required to think - and in
a democracy one must pray
that this includes the
majority - will think more
effectively if she or he has
at some time experienced
the creative process through
the arts.”
John C. Polyani (Professor
of Chemistry, University of
Toronto, co-winner of the
Nobel Prize for chemistry
in 1986).
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Continued from page 7...
postmark, despite the author’s assertion, is also clearly dated 4th January, 1899. It
is clear from both illustrations (i.e. the one in the auction catalogue and the one which
accompanied Mr. Poole’s original article) that we are dealing with two separate
covers. Both show the 2 cents portion of the ‘stamp’; but the Port Hood postmark
protrudes to the left of the “stamp” in one instance and to the right in the other.
There is no conclusive evidence that both covers were addressed to the Hon. A.A.
Macdonald; but the ‘nald’ suggests the possibility. There are some intriguing and
unanswered questions here. Despite the spirited defence of the legitimacy of these bisects by Poole and Boggs one is entitled to
ask why (if the addressee on both covers is the same gentlemen) he should have been the recipient of two letters so significantly
franked. Why was he so favoured, apparently? Why should the Postmaster at Port Hood, or someone else, or two separate
correspondents for that matter so favour him, if favour it was? The Hon. A.A. Macdonald was a politician, like his more
celebrated namesake. He probably represented Charlottetown in the P.E.I. Legislature. Was he also a “stamp” collector? Or
are we just being naughty?). - End of article reprinted from Maple Leaves.
Chestico Museum and Historical Society
Planning Celebration Projects
Over the years the Chestico Museum & Historical Society has collected and
created new exhibits/archives and data to encourage dialogue and education on
all topics related to the History and Culture of the local area.
With the sponsorship and assistance of Human Resources and Development
Canada, the Museum is planning the creation of two new exhibits. Starting on
October 20th two researchers were hired to design and create exhibits that will
celebrate two major events happening in Inverness County.
The first event is the Congrès Mondial Acadien 2004 hosted in Nova Scotia
during July/August. This event will bring many Acadiens to Inverness County.
In an effort to encourage tourists to visit the Port Hood area, the Chestico Museum is listed in the Congrès
Mondial Acadien brochure as an attraction. The exhibit planned for the summer of 2004 will tell the history
of Port Hood during the 1700’s; at the time the area was known as Juste-au-Corps and the French living in
the area quarried stone from Port Hood Island to be used for the construction of the Fortress of Louisbourg.
In 2005, the Canso Causeway will celebrate its 50th anniversary. To celebrate this historical event the
Chestico Museum is preparing an exhibit highlighting the life and
achievements of the man instrumental in the realization of the Causeway: Dunvegan/Port Hood’s native son, Angus Lewis Macdonald.
THE PARTICIPAPER ACCEPTS
Celebrations are in the planning stages for this anniversary event and
UNSOLICITED ARTICLES,
will attract many visitors to the area. During the summer of 2005, the
PHOTOGRAPHS,
Museum will exhibit the life of Angus L. Macdonald as an officer of
ARTWORK,
POETRY, AND
the Canadian Expeditionary, lawyer, professor, politician, Premier and
OTHER WORK
MP for Kingston-The Islands.
DEEMED TO BE
Project co-ordinators, Susan Mallette and Glenda Campbell, are
OF A NONseeking information, stories, pictures or items of interest pertaining to
COMMERCIAL
NATURE AND OF
these two projects. Please contact Chestico Museum, P. 0. Box 144,
PARTICULAR
Port Hood, NS BOE 2WO. e
INTEREST TO INVERNESS COUNTY

KNOWN DATES OF FESTIVALS AND EVENTS PLANNED
FOR SUMMER SEASON 2004 ARE INCLUDED ON PAGE 30 OF THIS ISSUE,
FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THOSE WHO MUST
PLAN THEIR VACATIONS WELL IN ADVANCE.
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RESIDENTS.

ALL SUBMISSIONS

CONSIDERED FOR PUBLICATION.

CONTACT THE EDITOR FOR MORE
INFORMATION.
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Fact or Fiction Xmas traditions and Legends
Have you ever wondered where some of our Christmas symbols and
traditions originated? And just what are Frankincense and Myrrh
anyway? Read on to find out more.
FRANKINCENSE AND MYRHH:
Frankincense comes from the deciduous tree, Boswellia Thurifera,
which produces white flowers that have five petals. Trees may be
found on the coastline of Somalia, where they grow without soil by
attaching to the rocks, in a similar way to plants such as Ivy.
A stimulant, Frankincense is seldom used today. In ancient times it
was held in great repute. Pliny recommended it as an antidote to
Hemlock poisoning. Avicenna, (tenth century), recommended it as a
treatment for tumours, ulcers, vomiting, dysentery and fevers. In China it was used for leprosy.
The main use now is in the manufacture of incense and pastilles.
It is also used in poultices and can be substituted for balsam. The inhalation of steam laden with
the volatile portion of the drug is said to relieve bronchitis and laryngitis.
The ceremonial incense of the Jews was a mixture of four ‘sweet scents,’ of which pure Frankincense was one, pounded together in equal proportion. It is frequently mentioned in the Pentateuch. The religious use of incense was also common in ancient Persia, Babylon and Assyria.
Herodotus states that the Arabs brought a tribute of 1,000 talents of Frankincense every year to
Darius, and the modern Parsis of Western India still preserve the ritual of incense.
Frankincense was a common incense offered to the gods among the Greeks. Among the Romans, the use of Frankincense, (alluded to by Virgil in the Ecologues), was not confined to religious
ceremonials. It was also used on state occasions and in domestic life.
In cold weather, the Egyptians warm their rooms with a brazier on which incense, made from
Frankincense, Benzoin and Aloe wood, is burnt. The word ‘incense,’ that originally meant the
aroma given off with the smoke of any burnt odoriferous substance, has gradually become restricted almost exclusively to
Frankincense, which has always been available in Europe in
greater quantity than any other of the aromatics imported from
the East.
There is no fixed formula for the incense now used in the
Christian churches of Europe, but it is recommended that Frankincense should be as large a constituent as possible in its composition. In Rome, Olibanum alone is employed: in the Russian
church, Benzoin is chiefly employed. A formula for an incense
used in the Roman Church is: Olibanum, 10 oz. Benzoin, 4 oz.
Storax, 1 oz. Break into small pieces and mix.
Myrrh is obtained from the bushy shrub Commiphora myrrha.
This grows up to 9 feet in height with knotted branches and
The Participaper
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branchlets that stand out at right-angles, ending in a sharp spine. The trifoliate leaves
are small and unequal, oval and entire. It grows on the Red Sea coast, thriving in bare
and dry conditions.
Myrrh has been long used as an ingredient in incense and perfumes, in the holy oil of
the Jews and the Kyphi of the Egyptians for embalming and fumigations. Today the
best comes from Somaliland and is bought at the fairs of Berbera by the Banians of
India, shipped to Bombay, and sorted. The best quality is usually exported to Europe
and lesser grades find markets in the Far East.
Myrhh has been recognised since ancient times for its medicinal properties. It has been used as a
tonic and stimulant to treat dyspepsia, as an expectorant in the absence of feverish symptoms, a
stimulant to the mucous tissues, to increase appetite and the flow of gastric juices, and as an astringent wash. It is also used in chronic catarrh. Myrrh is a common ingredient of toothpowders, and
is used with borax as a mouth-wash, being good for spongy gums and ulcerated throat. It has also
been used as a vermifuge. It is used in the East Indies in leprosy, rheumatism and syphilis, and in
Europe for poultices. As a compound Tincture it is used in veterinary practice for healing wounds.
The plants and flowers of Christmas:
THE CHRISTMAS ROSE
In Europe the Christmas Rose is a celebrated plant that is regarded as a
true Christmas flower. It is sometimes called the Snow or Winter Rose.
This rose blooms in the depths of winter in the mountains of Central
Europe. Legend links it with the birth of Christ and a modest shepherd
maiden named Madelon.
As Madelon tended her sheep one cold and wintry night, the wise men and some shepherds
passed by the snow-covered field where she was, bearing their gifts for the Christ Child.
The wise men carried the rich gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh. The shepherds carried
fruits, honey and doves. Poor Madelon began to weep at the thought of having nothing to offer,
not even a simple flower for the Newborn King, as she was very poor indeed. As she stood there
weeping, an angel passing her way saw her sorrow. Stopping beside her, he brushed aside the snow
at her feet to reveal a most beautiful white flower tipped with pink - the Christmas rose.
[Also a tradition in northern and central Europe is the breaking off of a branch of a cherry tree at the beginning of
Advent. The branch is kept in water in a warm room. Around Christimas Day the flowers should burst into
bloom.]
THE POINSETTIA
The Poinsettia is a much-loved flower in the North America with its stunning red star-shape. It is
called the “Flower of the Holy Night” (or the “Flame Leaf ” in Central
America). The botanical name for the plant, “Euphorbia Pulcherrima”, was
assigned to the poinsettia by the German botanist, Wilenow.
The legend of the poinsettia comes from Mexico. It tells of a girl named
Maria and her little brother Pablo. They were very poor but always looked
forward to the Christmas festival. Each year a large manger scene was set up
in the village church, and the days before Christmas were filled with parades
and parties.
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The two children loved Christmas but were always disappointed because they
had no money to buy gifts. They especially wished that they could present
something to the church for the Baby Jesus. But they had nothing to give.
One Christmas Eve, Maria and Pablo set out for church to attend the service.
Not knowing what else to do, Maria knelt by the roadside and gathered a handful
of common weeds, fashioning them into a small bouquet and deciding to take
them as their gift to the Baby Jesus in the manger scene.
Looking at the scraggly bunch of weeds, she felt more saddened and embarrassed than ever by
the humbleness of her offering. Of course other children teased them when they arrived with their
gift, but they said nothing for they knew they had given what they could.
Maria and Pablo began placing the green plants around the manger and miraculously, the green
top leaves turned into bright red petals, and soon the manger was surrounded by beautiful star-like
flowers, all who saw them were certain that they had witnessed a Christmas miracle right before
their eyes.
(If you receive a poinsettia plant for Christmas and wish to prolong its life to reuse again next year, instructions are
included at the end of this article to help you do so.)
HOLLY
For centuries, holly has been the subject of myth, legend, and customary observances. Conventionally, Holly is associated with masculinity and is considered a symbol of good luck.
The Romans used the plant to decorate their houses, temples, and deities for Saturnalia - the midwinter feast of the ancient Romans. They exchanged holly boughs as symbols of kindness and
friendship. This practice is believed to be the predecessor of holly’s use in Christmas celebrations.
Centuries later, in December, while other Romans continued their pagan worship, Christians
celebrated the birth of Jesus. As Christians increased in number and their customs prevailed, Holly
lost its pagan associations and became a symbol of Christmas throughout the Christian world.
The plant has come to stand for tranquility, joy and merriment. People often settled disputes
under a holly tree. Holly was believed to frighten off witches and evil spirits and protect the home
from thunder and lightning. In Western
England it was believed that twigs of holly
around a young girl’s bed on Christmas Eve
would keep away naughty little goblins.
In Germany, a piece of holly that has been
used in church decorations is regarded as a
magic charm against lightning. The English
also mention the “he holly and the she holly”
as being the deciding factor in who will dominate the household in the following year, the
“he holly” have thorny leaves while the “she
holly” have smooth ones. Other beliefs
include attaching a sprig of holly to the bedpost to bring sweet dreams.
The Participaper
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COURSES

AND

WORKSHOPS

On this page and next you'll find pictures of some of
the courses and workshops which take place in various
venues throughout Inverness County during the Fall,
Winter and Spring months. People of all ages and diverse
interests are taking courses all over the county. The
Gaelic classes held in Inverness are one such example of
a range of ages and diversity of interests involved in
learning through one of our courses.
I recently toured the county to take these pictures and I
thoroughly enjoyed this opportunity to meet some of our
residents. Thanks to all for the friendly welcome I received wherever I went.
Our winters can seem long at times but, as
can be seen from these photos - it doesn't
have to be that way. Getting out and participating in a course or workshop with others is
a great way to chase away any winter blues or
make the winter seem shorter.
There are many other benefits to be derived from
participating in a course or workshop. For example,
In Chéticamp they were
while
playing badminton one night having fun and adding to your knowledge or skill set, you also get to meet
new people. And, participation in a
physical activity two or more time a
week, results in a healthier you while
increasing your energy level.
The course programmers are alAnother night it was volleyball
ways open to ideas for incorporating new courses or workshops. If there is a course or workshop that
you would like to see offered - or if you have a particular skill that
you want to share with the community as an instructor - contact
Anna Lee MacEachern at the Recreation/Tourism Department, 7873508 or call your local programmer directly (see list below).

Cheticamp
Clifford Maillet
Glendale
Marion Gillis
Inverness
Anna Lee MacEachern
Judique
Eileen Smith
Mabou
Eddie MacNeil
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224 - 5304
625 - 2357
258 - 2089
787 - 2358
945 - 2493

“All in the
Family” Mother
and
Daughter
weavers

Preparing the wool
for a weaving class

In Inverness, they were stretching
in the gym at the aerobics class

Margarees/Belle Cote
Jeanette Cameron
Port Hood
Leona Gillies
Scotsville
Verna MacMillan
Whycocomagh
Burton MacIntyre

235 - 2857
787 - 2669
258 - 2278
756 - 2769
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INVERNESS GARDEN CLUB

By Marie Aucoin

The plants and flowers lie dormant under the snow,
enjoying a well-deserved rest before poking their
heads out again next Spring. Not so the gardeners —
when they are forced indoors by the frozen ground
and cold temperatures, they get together to share ideas
and have some fun. A word of warning to those who
read this article — beware — you may find yourself
joining the Inverness Garden Club, yes, it’s that much
fun!!
The Club was formed in March of 2001. Marg Ryan
and Terry MacDonald were at a Christmas party late in
2000, when the talk turned to gardening. They bemoaned the fact that there was no Garden Club in the Garden Club Executive: L to R - Betty-Ann
area. Instead of just complaining about it they decided Cameron, Chair of the Flower Basket Committee;
Nora MacDonnell, Chair of the Float Committee;
to try to start one.
Marguerite Campbell, Treasurer; Sandy McMaster,
Subsequently, they advertised a Garden Club meeting
Secretary; Marg Ryan, President; Terry MacDonald,
and encouraged members of the public to come out
Chair of the Beautification Project.
and join them. Billed as an opportunity for gardeners
to get together and share gardening tips, swap plants
and generally yak about a shared passion; they were very pleasantly surprised
when they arrived at the meeting — it was clear that they had underestimated
the level of interest in the community.
Marg and Terry had previously agreed
that, if ten people came out, they would
go ahead and form the Club. Almost
twice as many showed up, eighteen in
So this is what all the
all. Some were long-time experienced
fuss was about at the
gardeners and some absolute novices,
workshop.
but all had one thing in common - a love
of gardening. During the ensuing years the members of the
club have nurtured their spirits as well as their rosebushes
and they haven’t looked back since. To date there are 30
Pat Youden, the Xmas craft instructor giving club members ranging in age from 20 to 80 years old.
tips to the participants.
Members meet every two weeks, in March/April/May and
June, then after taking the summer
off to look after their own gardens, they meet again in September/
October and November. An annual membership fee of $5 entitles
members to all materials used in the workshops plus refreshments.
The meetings are always interesting as the executive tries to include a
guest speaker or workshop at each one. In the Spring, the speakers are
usually experts in different areas of gardening. The members find the
This was a workshop everyone
information they obtain at these meetings to be extremely helpful in
enjoyed.
Continues next page...GARDEN
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increasing their knowledge of gardening and they also pick up
useful tips.
It is interesting to note how many experts there are right here
in our own local area. Previously, the club members have
enjoyed presentations or workshops given by soil expert, Leo
Cox; rose expert, Ernie Stepaniak; and herb expert, Marilyn
At the craft workshop, lining up for
MacDonald. Lloyd A. Gillis has explained the scientific side of supplies.
gardening; Erica Dubois has spoken on growing fruit trees;
Lisa Heukshorst and Annie Cox shared some of their secrets for their magnificent gardens; and,
Augustina Poirier showed the members how to make Christmas wreaths from evergreens that can
be gathered free from the woods all around us.
In the Fall the workshops take on a different flavor. For example, the October meeting consisted of Gordie Gillis’ fascinating talk/workshop on wine-making. The November meeting was a Christmas craft project.
I recently joined the club members for both of these workshops. The first was a real eye-opener for me. I had always
assumed that wine-making was a pretty straight-forward process,
you know — buy a kit, fill bottles and wait for the fermentation
to take place. How wrong could I have been?
I soon found out I know very little about making wine. However, during the short time I spent at the workshop, I came away
with a great deal of useful information. Gordie Gillis of Inverness, who presented the workshop, sure does know a whole lot
about wine-making. He had many tips and hints to share with the
garden club members.
The second workshop I sat in on was another great learning
Garden Club President, Marg Ryan,
experience and a lot of fun. Marg Ryan, President of the Garden
introduces the recipients of the
“Gardener of the Year” award at the Club, asked her sister, Pat Youden, to come over from Sydney,
Garden Club’s banquet.
(which she did, and through some pretty nasty winter weather
roads), to give a workshop on a Christmas craft.
The members had great fun making some beautiful Christmas tree ornaments. This was such an
easy to do and beautiful craft, that I felt it would be a good one to do with kids. I have since
tested my theory by making some of these ornaments with some special little relatives of mine —
Louis and Pascale Cormier, seven and eight years old, helped me with my experiment. Not only
did they seem to have fun doing them, but they benefitted from the sense of accomplishment they
derived from completing the project. [For those interested in trying this craft themselves, I have
included instructions on page 20, at the end of this article]
Besides learning more about gardening and generally enjoying themselves, the Garden Club
members are also very community-oriented. They are most proud of a project they started three
years ago, the “Community Beautification” project. Through this project they have undertaken
many tasks that go a long way to enhancing the surroundings of all residents of Inverness. These
include:
The Participaper
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1. Baskets full of flowers, grown from seed by the
members themselves, are hung along Central
Avenue and large juniper box planters are also
filled with flowers and placed throughout town
each summer. These are maintained by someone hired by the Garden Club.
2. At least 100 lilac bushes of different colors have
been purchased and planted around town by the
Club. Each year they add more plantings. By
doing this the club members are hoping that,
over the long term, they will soon be in a position to start organizing an annual Lilac festival
in the area: Something which would, no doubt,
attract more tourists to the area.
3. The Club members also plant the flower beds in
front of the hospital and the cenotaph. Someone
else takes care of the maintenance on these.
4. Last spring another project they undertook was
at the long-term care facility “Aite-Curam”.
Here a new gazebo and deck was planted with
flower beds and is looked after by the Garden
Club.
5. The Garden Club also enters a float in the
town’s Santa Claus parade. This will be the
third year that they have entered a float in the
parade. And finally,
6. This year the club hosted their first Gardener of
the Year Awards Dinner. (See photo and caption).
Marg Ryan told me that the club can only participate in these community-minded activities because
each and every member of the club is willing to
carry his/her share of the load and each project
Committee is chaired by a hard-working and devoted individual. The committee chairs are, BettyAnn Cameron, Flower Basket Committee; Nora
MacDonnell, Xmas Float Committee; and Terry
MacDonald, Beautification Project Committee.
Also of note is the fact that the Inverness Garden
Club is the only one on the west side of Cape
Breton Island affiliated with the Nova Scotia Association of Garden Clubs. The annual convention of
Continued on next page...GARDEN CLUB
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“Gardener of the Year” award recipients
Robie Cameron on the left with Nicholas
Barabas, right.

Robie Cameron, we’re told, was
widowed in her 40’s when her
husband tragically passed away.
Alone and bereaved, she raised
nine children while holding down a
full time nursing job, and she still
found time to garden. And we
think that we lead busy lives!
Nicholas Barabas arrived in
Canada as a refugee from Hungary
in 1956. He had, prior to this,
spent 13 years in Communist
prisoner-of-war camps. For four
of those 13 years he was in Siberia.
His daughter, Ethel, stated that
he is forever grateful for the kindness with which he and his wife,
Theresa, were accepted by the
people of Inverness.
When most people in the dusty,
grimy coal town that was Inverness,
said, “Nothing will grow here!”
These two strong, courageous people
proceeded to create oases of beauty
and color that have brought joy to
generations of Invernessers. That is
why they were honoured as the
Inverness Garden Club’s first
“Gardener of the Year”.
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the Nova Scotia Association of Garden Clubs was held in Baddeck last June and was attended by
six delegates from the Inverness club.
As a matter of interest, this was not the first garden club in Inverness. Apparently, there was an
Inverness Garden Club in 1906. It is believed by many that it was this first Inverness Garden Club
(in its zeal to get something growing in this coal town) that introduced buckweed and silver
maples. It will be interesting to look back 100 years from now to the legacy of this current club!
Will it be the lilacs?
Again, the Club meets every two weeks, in March, April, May, June, September, October and
November. The cost of membership is $5 per year. New members are always welcome. For
more information contact Marg Ryan, President of the Club at 258-2903, Marguerite Campbell
the Treasurer at 258-2249 or Sandy McMaster, Secretary at 258-3037. ]
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHRISTMAS CRAFT GLOBE ORNAMENT
Purchase some clear plastic Xmas tree balls at the craft store (or craft
section of one of the large department stores). Remove the little fastener
from the neck of the globe and then let the children fill the globes with
anything that is colorful and Christmasy - for example - small bits of colorful
potpourri, some colorful ribbon,
tiny pine cones (paint some first if you wish and then mix them with some
of the unpainted ones), little brightly colored pom-poms (I used some that
were sparkly and white, red, gold and Xmas green in color), colorful tinsels
(some of the newer types of tinsel come in beautiful colours and have little
stars attached to them - these are especially lovely in the globes), colored
beads, or anything else your imagination can imagineer.
Another method is to use glitter paints (or other prettily coloured acrylic paints). If using the
paints, the inside of the globes must first be rinsed out with a mixture of 1 part water and 3 parts
vinegar. Let the globes dry out for 30 minutes or longer before coating the insides with the acrylic
paints. Then, drip a quarter sized puddle of three different colour combinations of paint, one at a
time, into the ornament while swirling each one slowly inside the globe [this takes patience] to make
beautiful designs. (Bear in mind that working with paint can get messy - make sure an adult supervises and that the work area is well protected, if this is the chosen decoration for inside the ball). If
you have used paint to decorate the inside of the globe, turn it upside down on a disposable cup
overnight to let excess paint drain out. Make sure it is completely dry prior to proceeding with the
next stage.
Re-insert the little piece for hanging, back into the hole in the top of the
globe. With a gold or silver "Sharpie" thick tipped felt pen, write a Xmas
message on the outside of the globe (Happy Xmas 2003, for example).
Make sure the ink is thoroughly dry, then feed a piece of thin gold, silver or
other Xmas ribbon through the globe hanger. Tie a bow in the ribbon.
Next, take a piece of fishing line and thread it through the hanger eye and
make a good solid knot in it - this is what you will use to hang the globe on a
tree branch so make sure you make it big enough for the branch to go
through it. There you have it - a fun craft that kids can do with you, plus, a beautiful ornament to
put on the tree at home, or, for the children to give as gifts to their favourite people!
The Participaper
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THE CANDY CANE
The white color of the Christmas candy symbolizes the
Virgin Birth and the sinless nature of Jesus. The hardness of
the candy symbolizes the solid rock, the foundation of
churches and the firmness of the promises made by God.
The candies are made in a “J” shape to represent the name of Jesus and the shape of the staff of
the “Good Shepherd”. The three red stripes on the candy represents the Trinity and the blood
shed by Christ to provide the promise of the eternal life.
SANTA CLAUS
Father Christmas, St Nicholas, Santa Claus, Sinter Klaas, or any one of many other names used
throughout the world for this most generous of souls. What are some of the legends - some true,
some unproven - pertaining to this fellow? Read on.
Nicholas was a real person. He was the Bishop of Myra in Turkey and came from a wealthy
family but gave all of his money to the poor. Tradition says he became concerned about the welfare of three young women in his parish. Their father was poor and about to deliver them into a
life of slavery - not uncommon at the time when a young woman’s dowry would be used to support
her parental family for a time. Saint Nicholas saw what was happening to the three women and he
provided a gift of money to relieve their situation.
Some versions of the story say that Saint Nicholas threw his gift of gold down the chimney. The
tradition of hanging up Christmas Stockings by the chimney is said to come from this story, because the gold fell into stockings that were being dried in the fireplace. Others versions say he left
the gold by the door or tossed it through the open window.
Nicholas died in 340 AD and he became the patron of sailors in peril on the Sea and defender of
young children. The remains of St. Nicholas were taken by soldiers from Turkey to Bari in Italy in
the 11th century. A church was built to honour the saint and it became a pilgrimage site for Christians who spread the legend of St. Nicholas.
He was known as St Nikolaus in Germany, and in Holland as Sinter Klaas. France, Germany and
Holland celebrated his feast day on 6 December and gifts were
given to children and the poor to commemorate him.
One version of the legend of Sinter Klaas stated that he
rode a horse through the skies dressed in Bishop’s clothing.
Children in the Netherlands celebrate the legend by filling their
shoes with hay and carrots for the horse of Sinter Klaas
instead of hanging up Christmas Stockings. Another version
has him arriving by boat carrying a book that records those
children who have been well behaved over the year. The
legend says he was sometimes accompanied by Black Peter, an
Elf, who whipped naughty children. There are different flavours of the legend in different countries.
What we do know for sure is that the story of Father Christmas - or Santa Claus - has ancient European roots, although
the stories differ from region to region.
Continued next page...TRADITION
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In Germany, St. Nikolaus has an assistant to carry the
gifts for good children and a rod to beat the naughty
ones. In Italy there is La Befana, who is reputed to be a
“good witch” who dresses in black and brings gifts to
children on the feast of the Epiphany. Italian children
leave their shoes out to receive the gifts.
The timing of gift giving is similar in Spain, Mexico,
Puerto Rico and South America, where children are
given gifts on 6 January to commemorate the visit of
the Wise Men to the infant Jesus. Puerto Rican children
place a small box containing leaves and flowers under
their beds as a gift for the Wise Mens’ camels.
With the arrival of the Vikings in England during the
9th and 10th centuries, Odin, their chief god, influenced
the Winter gift practices which had been established earlier in the 9th century by the Saxons who
honoured King Winter or King Frost: He was represented by somebody dressed in a fur hat or
crown and would visit their firesides. The Saxons believed that by welcoming Winter as a personage
or deity, the season would be less harsh.
Odin had twelve characters and the one for December was known as Yalka or Jule and his month
was called Jultid from which our word, Yuletide, derives. The Vikings believed that Odin visited
Earth during Jultid on Sleipnir, his eight-legged horse. He was disguised in a long blue hooded
cloak and carried a staff and a satchel of bread. His companion was either a Raven or Crow. He
was said to join groups around their fireside and listen to the conversations to see if they were
content. He would sometimes leave bread as a gift at poor homesteads.
The legend of Sinter Klaas crossed the Atlantic with 17th century Dutch settlers to New York.
In the 1800’s the legend evolved, replacing Sinter Klaas with Santa Claus, and his horse with reindeer and sled, losing Black Peter (who was considered too scary), and embellishing such details as
the toy workshop at the North Pole run by Elves. Twentieth century additions to the legends include the appearance of Mrs. Claus, and the practice of leaving out small
gifts of food and drink for Santa and his reindeer on
Christmas Eve.
Santa’s difficulties must be increasing with the ever
expanding world population, fixed Christmas Eve deadline for delivery of presents, and an absence of chimneys
in many centrally-heated homes. Questions have been
raised about his authenticity, such as, is he real? or was
he just invented by grown ups? Deep questions indeed
my friends! I know what I believe, and I believe it
fervently with all my heart!! r
[See next page for instructions on extending the life of your
poinsettias.]
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR POINSETTIA

Poinsettia flowers are small golden cups, known as cyathia, at the center and top of the plant. The
red, pink, or white bracts (modified petal-like leaves) provide the coloring.
This plant needs a rich well-drained soil and adequate light. If the light is sufficient for reading, it
will be sufficient for the poinsettia. Protection from direct south or west sun and hot and cold
drafts must be provided. As a house plant the Poinsettia prefers a night temperature of 60 to 65
degree Fahrenheit and a 65 degree Fahrenheit day temperature.
The soil should be kept uniformly moist, possibly requiring water two or three times a week or
more often. In a warm house in late winter, the plant often loses its leaves unless watered almost
daily. Every two to three weeks while blooming, water with a solution of 1 teaspoon houseplant
fertilizer per gallon of water.
CARE AFTER FLOWERING
Reduce the amount of water applied after blooming has ceased, and allow the plant to go dormant. During this period, a cooler temperature is permissible, but not below 50 degrees Fahrenheit.
When the weather warms in late spring repot the plant. Bury the pot up to the rim in an area of
the garden receiving full sun. Prune at this time to produce a more shapely plant. Usually after a
winter of blooming, poinsettias are very leggy. Keep the plant short and compact by pinching out
the tips of all new shoots that develop until the middle of August.
Water the plant with a solution containing one teaspoon of soluble fertilizer per one gallon of
water every two weeks throughout the summer. Since poinsettias are very sensitive to cold, bring
the potted poinsettias into the house well before the first frost.
Start new plants from the original during the summer by allowing the shoots to become three to
five inches long and then remove them. Root them in a pot of sterilized sand.
Poinsettias are plants that show a photoperiodic response. In this case, these plants demand at
least 12 hours of absolute darkness each evening to bloom. This requirement is easily supplied,
starting October 1, by slipping a light-tight box over the plant at 5:00 p.m. and keeping it in place
until 8 a.m. This provides a “night” that is 15 hours in length - more than enough to induce flower
bud formation. It is important that the cover be light-tight. Only 5 minutes of light an evening
from a 60-watt bulb will delay flowering by two weeks. Continue to water and fertilize during this
period.
In the more northern climes where darkness reaches the 12 hour period in late fall, the use of
shade cloth or other shading devices may not be necessary unless other light sources (such as
lightbulbs) are present that will prevent flower bud formation.
Continue to cover the plant each evening until color begins to show in the top leaves. If
these requirements have been met, color should develop in the uppermost leaves starting in the
third week of November. r
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Inverness County Tartan Contest
by Marie Aucoin
Results in six beautiful new Tartans
Recently, the Scotsville Weavers issued a challenge, in the form of a contest, for weavers and designers to

come up with a design for a new Inverness County tartan. Little did they know when they first launched the
contest, that they were in for a difficult time when it came down to choosing the winner. All six were
exhibited at the Inverness County Centre for the Arts this past Fall, and were enjoyed and appreciated by
visitors to the Centre.
Upon viewing the tartans, it was easy for this writer to imagine that the task of choosing the winning
design had indeed been challenging. It was clear that a great deal of thought, effort, planning and research
had gone into each design. Not only had they been well planned and executed, they were also beautifully
woven. Ultimately, Verna MacMillan’s design was chosen as the new Inverness County tartan. A photo of
her tartan graces the back cover of this issue of The Participaper, and the text from her submission can be
found at the end of the rest of the tartan submission shown here. [Ed note: The remaining tartans and their
texts are shown in no particular order of merit, they have been assigned space here based on space limitations of the
publication.]

TARTAN - VIRGINIA MCCOY AND BETH RYAN
Trailing the western length of Cape Breton Island is the natural beauty that is
Inverness County.
A traveller here may cheerfully wind his way between the blue of seas and lakes Lake Bras d’Or, the Gulf of St Lawrence and Lake Ainslie, Lake o’ Law and follow
the blue-green of the highlands and valleys, tracing old routes and new between the
Canso Causeway and the Cape Breton Highlands, from Marble Mountain to Cape
Mabou.
Every road, track beach and walking trail is a green place in summer while seasonal changes offer vistas of delicate greens and rosy spring blossom, warm reds and
golds in the fall and the blue/white snows in winter.
The byways of Inverness County are evergreen and everblue. The main blocks of this tartan design reflect
the constants of wooded hills and water and the invitation offered: to explore this beautiful place.
Thin bands of colour denote changes through the seasons: Pale green and rose reflect spring, the blossoming season and a brighter green the fullness of summer growth.
Yellow and rich golden orange remind us of the autumn changes and the harvest, both wild and cultivated.
Winter is the broad band of white, central to the design, a reminder of its quiet deep cold and the still sense
of waiting for the colours of the County to re-emerge. [Sett for the McCoy/Ryan tartan design is on page 26]

EILEEN MACNEIL’S TARTAN

Inverness Tartan simple, and fine
Blue for the water, black for the mines.
Inverness people diverse and kind
Green for the valley, the spruce and the pines.
For the sweet grass that blows in the warm summer breeze,
Red for the mountains that plunge from the sky to the seas.
Red for the sunset that goes on for miles
O’er this beautiful Country on Cape Breton Isle.
The Participaper

Sett
6 dark green
2 scarlet
26 royal blue
20 black
32 dark green
2 scarlet
4 royal blue
Continues next page....TARTANS
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Continued from previous page....TARTANS

TARTAN - JUDY LINCOLN AND ROBERT WALKER

This tartan was made of a blend of 50% wool and 50% mohair.

The
mohair came from the Angora goats raised on the farm of the designer/
weaver of the tartan. The colors were hand-dyed in rainwater.
The lifestyle, history and environment of Inverness County bring to mind
many colours. Each colour is dedicated to the people who make their home
in Inverness County, with big skies and many waterways, we look at the
serene blues and are reminded of the fisheries together with the life in the
skies, lakes, rivers and sea.
Green brings us to the wonders of the Highlands and our vast forests. We
also see in our county deep green valleys and rolling fields.
Taking a trip down history lane, we see black of the coal mines dedicated
to the miners and also the railroad workers of the county.
White is dedicated to the workers in marble on the beautiful lakes of Bras d’Or.
At the end of the day we have the reddish-orange sunsets with which we are blessed all year round.
DELORES CASEY’S TARTAN - Set: 16Az, 2
This tartan has been designed to represent the location, the
industries, the cultures and music of Inverness Country.
Location: In beautiful Cape Breton, with its forests (GREEN),
ocean, lakes and rivers and vast sky line (BLUE). Industries:
Lumbering (green), Mining (BLACK), gypsum (WHITE), Fishing
(lobster) (RED). Cultures: First Nations: The Medicine Wheelwhich represents the four corners of the earth (and seasons)
(BLACK, WHITE, RED, YELLOW), Acadians: (BLUE and
WHITE), Scots: the tartan itself.
These cultures have been kept strong by the rich musical background of each, and in turn have given
Inverness Country a marvelous unifying bond - the music that unites us at concerts, dances and ceilidhs
throughout the county.
Music: This unifying language of music is represented by MAROON (colour of the piano, fiddle, guitars)
and WHITE - (the strings of these various instruments), flowing through the luscious GREEN of our
valleys, glens and mountains. The presence of GREEN, RED and YELLOW speaks of our beloved season
of autumn.
The overall intent (using smaller, colourful lines) is to celebrate the energy of
Inverness County, respectful of the past, but eager to explore what the future
has in store for all of us living in this wonderful county.
TARTAN - ANN ROSTRUP, COLIN ROUS, JOSEF STAVROFF

Grey the granite mountains that lift on high
Through mist that covers valleys green.
The yellow line of sun, along the lake,
Lifts these clouds to a high blue sky.
From high above to the lake’s black depths
These are the warp and weft - the Inverness
Of this storied isle.

Ann Rostrup,
Tartan Designer
and Weaver;
Colin Rous,
Tartan Student;
and Josef
Stavroff,
Designer Bard.

Continues next page...TARTAN
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Continued from previous page...
TARTAN - ANN ROSTRUP, COLIN ROUS, JOSEF STAVROFF

Amidst the heather blanket that covers our fair land,
The people who have built our towns
Have made our blessed place.
Here Highlanders, Acadians, and Irish have come
And through travail and toil and time
Have made our happy home.

TARTAN SET - VIRGINIA MCCOY/BETH RYAN’S
TARTAN

Tartan Set
Centre

So this tartan, “with warp and weft,
weaves us all together.
❃❃❃❃❃
Inverness Tartan Challenge Set for our tartan:
Thread Count BL 72, LG 6, Y 2, LG 12, G 2, BK 2,
G 2, BL 18
Materials - Briggs and Little Regal - Quoddy Blue,
Light Grey, Heather Black ( Dark Grey), Heather
Yellow, and Heather Green.
Total Warp Threads - 402... 24 blue threads on right
and left borders.
Dimensions off the loom - 4/” x 64"
Dimensions after weighing and cons - 38" x 54"
[Ed Note: I have included the following piece from the
Rostrup/Rous/Stavroff submission because it is historically interesting and is an excellent example of the work
and research that went into designing the tartan].

(as seen on page 24)

Centre

Colour
Bleached White
Dark Green
Light Blue
Rose
Light Green
Light Blue
Dark Green
Paddy green
Dark Green
Yellow
Orange
Yellow
Dark Green
Paddy green
Dark Green
Light Blue
Light Green
Rose
Light Blue
Dark Green
Bleached White

No of Ends
4
16
6
2
2
20
4
2
12
2
2
2
12
2
4
20
2
2
6
16
4

Introduction and Tartan Description:
When we first decided to enter this competition it was important to us both to design an attractive tartan,
and to design one which is symbolic of Inverness County. While this use of symbolic colours is relatively
new in tartan design, it is something of which we approve of as much as the competition organisers apparently do, judging by the competition description.
Clearly we needed appropriate decisions in both pattern and colour. After considerable discussion and
research, we decided that we could design a unique Inverness County tartan while still incorporating specific
tartan history and references appropriate to Inverness. Consequently, as our starting point we used two
tartans with existing relevance to Inverness County: Inverness, Scotland, and Cape Breton.
While there are several Inverness tartans, the one we used is by far the most common and the one illustrated in the classic work “District Tartans” by Gordon Teal of “Teallach” and Philip D. Smith. This
Inverness Tartan is particularly interesting. First, it is known to predate 1822, probably significantly so.
This makes it a very early tartan --- designed well before the tartan explosion caused by King George IV’s
visit to Edinburgh in that year, and before the Sobieski brothers went into business designing very simple
tartans. Any tartan with a provenance that old is considered by Tartan scholars to be highly interesting and
desirable.
Second, probably because of its age, it is atypical of tartans normally designed today. Specifically, the thin
yellow or white stripe on the wider blue stripe in the original Inverness District tartan is off-centre; if designed today, the thin stripe would probably be centred. We find this element of its design to be particularly
attractive. Third, Inverness, Cape Breton, was named after Inverness, Scotland, so the connection is obvious. All-in-all, this was a very attractive tartan to use as our basis as well as having the obvious connection
to Inverness, Scotland.
Continued next page...TARTAN
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TARTANS...
Next came the question of colour. What distinguishes a tartan, of
course, is the combination of pattern and colour. If the colours of the
existing Inverness tartan were to be changed, it would become a different
tartan. As an example, James D. Scarlett, one of our most renowned
tartan scholars, points out in “The Tartan-Spotter’s Guide” that the
tartans of Hamilton, Munro, Forbes and MacLeod are identical in their
pattern but different in their colours; this makes them different and
individual tartans. New colours for the Inverness, Scotland, tartan would
make it uniquely an Inverness County, Cape Breton, tartan while still
sharing kinship with the Inverness, Scotland, tartan.
The obvious candidates were the colours of the existing Cape Breton
tartan, black, grey, green and yellow. The symbolism of the colours, as
expressed in the 1907 poem by Mrs Lillian Crewe Walsh, seemed rather
outdated, particularly the black symbolising coal and the grey, steel. As
will be seen in our accompanying poem, our bard substituted the mountains (or stone) of grey for the steel. We thought this was particularly
suitable to Inverness County specifically, rather than Cape Breton as a
whole; Inverness County stone has been used in building since the
earliest days, including in the building of Louisbourg.
We also substituted the deeps of the waters, rather than coal, for black.
We thought that this provided both a more accurate and more romantic
image in today’s world. Yellow was kept as symbolizing the sun, but we
substituted the green of the valleys for the green of the mountains as we
already had grey for the mountains.
The original Inverness tartan, though, is a five-colour tartan so we
needed one more. The obvious candidate was blue. First, it goes well
with the other colours leading to an attractive tartan -- an important point
to us. Second, in keeping with the desire for symbolism, it can also
represent the blue of the ocean so intrinsic to Inverness, the blue of the
inland lakes such as Ainslie and Bras d’Or, or, as we used it in the poem,
the blue of the sky. While far less important, it can also represent the
blue of the Scottish Saltire, yet another link to Inverness County’s Scottish ties.
The next decision was which of our five new colours was going to
replace each of the original five colours in the Inverness, Scotland,
pattern. We experimented with a number of combinations and finally
decided that using our blue for the red “field” in the original gave us the
most attractive tartan. Our other four colours replace the four less-used
colours in the original Inverness tartan, also in the combination which we
found, after experimentation, to be the most pleasing. This combination
also had the pleasant side effect of placing the four original Cape Breton
colours adjacent or in close proximity to each other.
This then, in combination with our poem, constitutes a description of
our submitted tartan and an explanation of the history of its design.
While this information, in general, will already be known to anyone
knowledgeable in tartan, it is presented here in the specific context of our
tartan design. ❚
The Participaper

TEXT OF
VERNA MACMILLAN’S
WINNING TARTAN DESIGN
SUBMISSION:

Inverness County beauty
is renowned,
Many natural resources
abound.
Landscapes and
seascapes take one’s
breath away.
Arts, music, and
traditions lead the way.
Blue for honour, ocean,
rivers, and lakes,
Yellow for friendship
and golden oat-cakes
Black for the coal,
Cabot Trail, and slow
trains.
White for
“forerunners”, peace,
and snowy lanes.
Green for the splendor
of farm fields and hills.
Red for courage,
crimson skies and strong
wills.
These chosen colours
tell a history,
Based on facts, folklore
and mystery.
Symbols of cultures
living side by side,
Maintaining customs,
heritage and pride.
❈
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UPCOMING EVENT AT
STRATHSPEY PLACE
The Stampeders are recognized as one of

CHRISTY’S LOOK OFF OPENS ON THE
CEILIDH COASTAL TRAIL

Canada’s top rock groups of the early ‘70’s. A
household name in their own country, they left
their home base of Calgary, Alberta in 1966, and
went on to tour extensively in Canada, the U.S.,
Europe and South America.

Christy, surrounded by friends. - Photo by Allan MacDonald
September 11, 2003 was a perfect sunny afternoon to
officially open Christy’s Look Off. About 75 people
gathered for the event. Cake and refreshments were
served.
Allan MacDonald, President of the Ceilidh Coastal
In 1971, this group won Juno Awards for ‘Best
Trail
Association, introduced Rodger Cuzner, MP for
Goup’, ‘Best Single’ (“Sweet City Woman”), ‘Best
Cape Breton Bras d’Or, and Christy MacEachern, the
Producer’ and ‘Best Composer’.
Cooper matriarch for whom the park was named.
Between 1971 and 1976, they recorded ten
Mr. Cuzner thanked everyone for coming and spoke
albums, with many reaching gold and platinum
about the social, health and economic benefits that trails
status.
Three of
provide Cape Bretoners. Christy thanked the attendees
their songs entered the Top
for coming and then cut the ribbon to open the look-off.
30 in the U.S., (“Sweet City
Christy’s Look Off was built by the Ceilidh Coastal
Woman” at #5) and twelve
Trail Association (CCTA) as part of the Trans-Canada
of their singles charted topTrail. The TCT runs from St. Johns, Newfoundland to
ten in
Victoria, British Columbia and north to the Artic Ocean.
Canada.
The CCTA began work on the trail in 1998. The trail
The Stampeders will
has received assistance from volunteers, the Municipality
appear at Strathspey Place
of Inverness, Nova Scotia Sport and Recreation, Nova
January 28: Showtime: 8:00
Scotia Tourism, Nova Scotia Department of Natural
Resources, Enterprise Cape Breton Corporation, Human
pm | Admission: $22
Resources and Development Canada and the Canadian
advance ticket or $25 at the
Military Engineering Corps.
door. Visit the Strathspey
For further information regarding the Ceilidh Coastal
Place website:
Trail
call may be directed to Allan MacDonald, President
www.stampeders.net for
of
the
CCTA may be contacted at 787-2725.
more information.
Christy’s Look Off
is located 15 kilomeSNOWMOBILE CLUBS CONTACT NUMBERS:
tres north of the
Alpine Snowmobile Club - Leonard Tobey
787 - 2233
Canso Canal on the
Margaree Highlanders Snowmobile Club - Laurie Cranton
248 - 2726
western side of Cape
Highland Snowmobile Club, Cheticamp - Marcel Levert
224 - 3843
Breton Island. u
Inverness Capers Snowmobile Club - Jerome MacEachern
258 - 2572
Cape Clear Snowmobile Club - John Austin
945 - 2588
The Participaper
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EASTERN COUNTIES
REGIONAL LIBRARY NEWS
Yes, it's
true!
Winter is
on it's
way! But
it's never
cold at
the library
or when you're in your favorite
chair curled up with a good book,
listening to an audio book, or
watching a movie that you've
borrowed from the library. Drop
by a Branch or a Libr@ry Link
site and pick up our Fall book
list, hot off the presses, and
choose from a great selection of
books and materials. If you can't
get to the library, visit us online
at ecrl.library.ns.ca

BOOKS BY MAIL
We provide a free mail-out service for library books for persons who
live in the more rural areas of the County. Just call in or e-mail us
your request.
VISITING LIBRARY SERVICE
For persons who, because of a physical handicap or other reason,
cannot easily leave their home, we will bring or mail to you a selection
of reading materials chosen by our staff to reflect your preferences.
Let us know your specific needs and tastes and we'll fill your order!
ONLINE LIBRARY SERVICE
With a library card, you can access our entire collection from the
comforts of home or business. Use your library card number to log
into your account and access information about your existing loans
and requests; renew items on loan; or cancel requests. Search for
information on health, business, history, sports, and many other topics
available in the Infotrac databases. Check out our newest database,
Grolier Online. To open this world of knowledge, just click on our
home page at ecrl.library.ns.ca.

For further information, please contact Eastern Counties Regional Library headquarters at 747-2597.
Website ecrl.library.ns.ca, E-mail: info@nsme.library.ns.ca
BRANCHES: WINTER HOURS:

DECEMBER 1, 2003 - FEBRUARY 28, 2004

MARGAREE FORKS Tel/Fax: 248-2821
Monday
1:30 - 4:30 & 6:30 - 8:30
Tue & Wed
6:30 - 8:30
Thursday
10:00 - 12:00
1:30 - 4:30 & 6:30 - 8:30
Friday
1:30 - 4:30
Saturday
1:30 - 4:00

HOURS: LIBR@RY LINKS:

Dec. 4,18 Jan. 15, 29 Feb. 12, 26

Dec. 10 Jan. 7, 21 Feb. 4, 18
The Participaper

PT HAWKESBURY Tel/Fax 625-2729
Monday - Friday
3:00 - 8:00
Saturday
11:00 - 2:00

DECEMBER 1, 2003 - FEBRUARY 28, 2004

INVERNESS EDUCATION CENTRE
(every 2 weeks) on Thursdays
12:00 - 5:30 & 6:00 - 8:00

MABOU, DALBRAE ACADEMY
(every 2 weeks) on Wednesdays
3:45 - 5:30 & 6:00 - 8:00

MULGRAVE Tel: 747-2597 Fax: 747-2500
Monday
10:30 - 12:30 & 2:00 - 6:00
Tuesday & Wednesday
2:30 - 7:30
Thursday
1:00 - 4:00
Saturday
1:00 - 4:00

JUDIQUE COMMUNITY CENTRE
(every 4 weeks) on Wednesdays
4:30 - 5:30 & 6:00 - 7:30
Dec. 17

Jan. 28

Feb. 25

ST. JOSEPH DU MOINE/CENTRE SAINTJOSEPH (every 2 weeks) on Thursdays
12:00 - 5:15 & 6:00 - 8:00
Dec. 11 Jan. 8, 22

Feb. 5, 19

PORT HOOD RESOURCE CENTRE
(every 4 weeks) on Tuesdays
3:30 - 5:30 & 6:00 - 7:30
Dec. 9

Jan. 20

Feb. 17

WHYCOCOMAGH EDUCATION CENTRE
(every 4 weeks) on Wednesdays
3:30 - 5:30 & 6:00 - 8:00
Dec. 3

Jan. 14

Feb. 11
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[Ed Note: I enjoyed myself so much
meeting people on my recent tour (while
taking photos of the courses for the
article) that I am planning to get out next
May to visit most of the communities in
Inverness County. I want to spend more
time getting to know our readers. Watch
for information regarding the tour in the
March/April/May 2004 issue.]

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Don’t forget -

if you have any ideas or
suggestions for courses you would like to see
offered, or if you would like to teach a course,
contact your local programmer. General inquiries may be directed to the Recreation/Tourism
Office at 787-3508.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

For those readers who are in the process of

planning their vacations for next year, we have included a list
of upcoming events (below). Remember, some dates are marked “tentative”. For the most up-to-date
information always check with the Recreation/Tourism Department of the Municipality. The main switchboard number is 787-2274.
PLANNED FESTIVALS & EVENTS TO DATE FOR 2004 IN INVERNESS COUNTY

EVENT
CEILIDH TRAIL:
Mabou Ceilidh
Firemen’s Ceilidh Days
Inverness Crab Festival
Judique On the Floor
Inverness Centennial
47th Annual Broad Cove
Outdoor Scottish Concert
Port Hood Triathlon
787 - 2636 or 625 - 2594
Stepdancing Festival
Creignish Ceilidh-By-the-Sea
Annual Ceilidh on the Wharf
12th Annual Kintyre Farm
Scottish Outdoor Concert
Lake Ainslie Marathon,
Half Marathon & Relay
Info: www.auracom.comm/~lamarathon
Celtic Colours International Music Festival
BRAS D’OR LAKES SCENIC DRIVE:
Whycocomagh Summer Festival
West Bay Road Fall Fair
Celtic Colours International Music Festival
CABOT TRAIL:
Congrès Mondial Acadien 2004
Firefighters Fun Days
Belle Cote Days
Margaree Summer Festival
St. Joseph du Moine 125th Anniversary
27th Annual St. Joseph du Moine
Outdoor Scottish Concert
Celtic Colours International Music Festival
The Participaper

LOCATION

HWY/RTE

DATE(S)

Mabou
Scotsville
Inverness
Judique
Inverness

19
395
19
19
19

June 30 - July 4
July 5 to 10
July 14 Noon - 6pm
July 9 to 11
July 14 to 27

Broad Cove
Port Hood

Just off 19
19

Port Hood
Creignish
Mabou Coal Mines

19
19
off 19

July 25
Kids of Steel July 24/
Triathlon July 25
July 31
August 14 to 15
August 8* (Tentative date)

Judique

19

August 15

Lake Ainslie
395
Cape Breton Island-wide

September 12
October 8 to 16

Whycocomagh
105
West Bay Rd.
off 104/105
Cape Breton Island-wide

July 16 to 18
September 17 to 19
October 6 to 18

Chéticamp
NE Margaree
Belle Cote
Margaree Forks
St. Joseph du Moine

July 31 to August 15
July 2 to 4
July 22 to 25
August 7 & 8
August 1 to 8

Cabot Trail
Cabot Trail
Cabot Trail
Cabot Trail
Cabot Trail

St. Joseph du Moine
Cabot Trail
Cape Breton Island-wide

August 8
October 8 - 16
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ALITY OF THE COUNTY OF INVERNESS
MUNICIPALITY
MUNICIP
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
MAIN SWITCHBOARD .......................................... 787-2274
Fax - All Departments ..................... 787-3110
BUILDING INSPECTOR:
Port Hawkesbury .............................. 625-1572
Port Hood .......................................... 787-2900
ENGINEERING & PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT:
Administration .................................. 787-3502
............................................................. 787-3503
Water Utilities .................................... 787-3503
Emergency Sewer & Water Maintenance 24 Hrs .... 258-3335
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:
Warden ............................................... 787-3514
Chief Administrative Clerk ............. 787-3500
CAO Secretary .................................. 787-3501
FINANCE DEPARTMENT:
Director .............................................. 787-3511
Tax Collector ..................................... 787-3510
Accounting ......................................... 787-3505
Data Processing ................................ 787-3505
Industrial Development ................... 625-3929
INVERNESS COUNTY HOME CARE ............... 787-3449
Municipal Homes:
Foyer Père Fiset ................................ 224-2087
Inverary Manor ................................. 258-2842
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT:
Divisions:
Building Inspector:
Port Hawkesbury .............................. 625-1572
Building Inspector:
Port Hood .......................................... 787-2900
Development Control .......................................... 625-1572
Policy:
MDP Office ...................................... 625-1572
RECREATION AND TOURISM
Director .............................................. 787-3506
Assistant /Recreation & Tourism .. 787-3507
School Program Coord ................... 787-3508
Tourism Toll-Free ................. 1-800-567-2400
SOCIAL SERVICES
............................................ 787-4000
Toll-Free ................ 1-800-252-2275
Strait Highlands Regional Development Agency (SH-RDA)
Port Hawkesbury .............................. 625-3929
OUR WEBSITE & EMAIL ADDRESSES ARE:
www.invernessmunicipality.com or www.invernessco.com
email: recreation@invernessco. com.
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Director’s Desk...Continued from Page 2
CALL YOUR LOCAL PROGRAMMER TODAY, WITH YOUR
SUGGESTIONS FOR COURSES/
PROGRAMS!

See page 15 of this issue for a list of
the programmers for each area. Or,
for more information call Anna Lee
MacEachern at the Municipal
Recreation/Tourism Department
787-3508.
LOOKING AHEAD TO 2004:
WINTERACTIVE - JANUARY
TO MAY

FEBRUARY
• Registration for Recreation &
Adult Upgrading Programs
APRIL
• Inverness County High School
Drama Festival
• Annual County Cribbage
Tournament
• Inverness County Volunteer
Recognition Ceremony
JUNE
• Inverness County Senior Games
MAY
• Deadline for inclusion in the 2004
Summer & Fall Events Brochure
JUNE
• 2004 Summer & Fall Events
Brochure delivered to County
Mailboxes.
WEEKLY RADIO REPORT:

Every Thursday afternoon the
Municipality of Inverness’ Tourism/
Recreation Department airs a Recreation Report on 1015 The Hawk
and CJFX radio stations.
If your organization has any
upcoming events (non-profit) you
would like to have promoted, please
contact us by any of the following
methods:
Tel: 787-3507, Fax: 787-3110, email:
dmacdonald@invernessco.com, or
mail: Recreation/Tourism Dept., PO
Box 179, Port Hood, NS, B0E 1P0.
Information should reach our office
by Wednesdays at 3:30 p.m.
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THE WARDEN, COUNCILLORS AND STAFF
OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF INVERNESS COUNTY
WISH EVERYONE A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
FILLED WITH FAMILY, LOVE, GOOD FRIENDS AND PEACE.

ABOVE, THE WINNING DESIGN FOR THE NEW INVERNESS COUNTY TARTAN
AS DESIGNED AND WOVEN BY VERNA MACMILLAN OF LAKE AINSLIE
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